Bibliographic record for the Analyzed/Parent/Serial (Or Bound With item with Barcode)
Will be **Format SE** for Dual Linkage Project
May be Format BK for monographic work

**Format AD**

**Format HO**
Holds Call number for the serial or set.
There may be multiple HO records attached to one bibliographic record.

**ITM – in separate module (ITEMS) – the item form**
The Barcode lives here, connected to Circulation.

**LKR** field
Links the information in the Item form of parent record to the ITM information, allowing the display of Circ. info in the OPACs

Bibliographic record for the Analytic/Child/Piece (Or Bound With item without Barcode)
Will be **Format BK** most of the time, but could be almost any Format

**Format AD**

**Format HO**
Holds Call number for the piece.
There may be multiple HO records attached to one bibliographic record.

**ITM – separate module**
Should not exist for Analytics – May be present for multiple copies if not every copy is Analyzed.